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From the President
The presidential candidates are describing their visions of the kind of country we could be
under their leadership. Someone recently asked me, as president of our companies, to
describe my dream for our companies. My answer was simple, and achievable, if we all
work toward it together…..”We will be trucking’s best place to work!”
I think we are well on our way. We are shaping a bright future by building on our
considerable successes. Looking over the past 25 years, I believe that we now have the
best team we have ever had. Are there areas that need improvement? Of course. But, I
see team members working together to resolve these concerns. That’s what a good
company does while on its way to becoming trucking’s best place to work.
Recently, we announced a generous improvement to our vacation pay and time off. We all
need to get away. We need it to get refreshed to stay healthy in body and attitude. By
providing more time off with better pay, I feel we will have a more productive team, a less
stressed team, a healthier team.
Another improvement we are making this fall is purchasing additional trailers. Hopefully,
this will make everyone’s day run more smoothly.
I will continue to look at any future problems as “possibilities for improvement” so that my
dream of being, “trucking’s best place to work” is what everyone sees as fact. Thanks for
your part in making the dream come true.

-Jeff

Jeffrey Shellenberger
President

From the Executive Vice President
You watch the news, I watch the news. We know about 2020’s challenges, especially those
presented by Covid-19. I’m choosing to focus on positives – our many new and long-term
drivers, our dedicated, hard-working staff, our new and repeat customers.
I believe those positives are the direct result of our leadership’s determination to make all
business decisions align with family values. Here are a few things that I think of when I
hear the term family values – respect and integrity; concern and care for others; pursuing
success; valuing education; family time together to strengthen bonds; thoughtful
philanthropy and careful stewardship of resources; physical and mental wellbeing.
Some examples of how our companies put our family values into practice are as follows:
Care for others: This is reflected in the priority we place on safety. We care for others on
the road, in our yards, and on our customer’s property by performing pre- and post-trips
even in inclement weather, even when we are in a hurry. Our maintenance team focuses
on preparing and repairing our equipment and on educating drivers about tasks they can
perform to stay safe. We insist that everyone follow guidelines for personal and collective
safety regardless of their job title or company division.
Jordan Kolb
Executive Vice President

Work ethic: Laser-like focus on delivering freight on time, as planned, is how we build and
strengthen our relationships with customers. We consistently work as a team to put in the
effort that sets us apart from our competition.
(Continued on page 3)

ROADSIDE INSPECTIONS: What they entail plus
the newest inspection level.
Bridget Ort, Safety Supervisor

Roadside inspections can happen anytime a driver is on the road. There are seven inspection levels. An eighth will be
implemented shortly. Having your credentials handy and performing pre-trips will help you prepare for your next inspection.
Level I: The North American Standard (NAS) Level I Inspection. This 37-step inspection examines the driver’s CDL,
medical certificate, record-of-duty status, possible drug and/or alcohol use. The DOT inspector will note seatbelt use, review
hours of service and vehicle inspection. Systems and components inspected include brakes; cargo securement; coupling
devices; driveline/driveshaft; exhaust; frames; fuel; lighting (headlamps, tail lamps, stop lamps, turn signals and lamps/fla gs
on projecting loads); steering; suspension; tires; van and open-top trailer bodies; wheels, rims, hubs; and windshield wipers.
The Level I Inspection takes approximately 45 – 60 minutes.
Level II: Walk-around Driver/Vehicle Inspection. Similar to a Level I Inspection, the inspector will walk around the truck
and trailer to inspect only those items that can be examined without physically getting under the vehicle. This Inspection
takes approximately 30 minutes.
Level III: Driver/Credential/Administrative Inspection. A driver-only inspection, items included in Level I and II
inspections are examined plus any traffic violations/infractions. Mechanical equipment violations should not be included. Th e
Level III Inspection takes about 15 minutes.
Level IV: Special Inspections. Performed to confirm or deny a trend or as part of a one-time check of a specific
transportation-related item, these inspections are usually one-time examinations of a particular item. Length of time varies.
Level V: Vehicle-Only Inspection. This vehicle-only inspection is done without the driver present and may be conducted at
any location. It includes all Level I items excluding those pertaining to the driver. Level V Inspections take about 30 minut es.
Level VI: Inspections of radiological shipments. An enhanced Level I Inspection for radiological shipments, including
enhancements to the NAS Level I Inspection, radiological requirements and the NAS Out-of-Service Criteria for Transuranic
Waste and Highway Route Controlled Quantities of Radioactive material. The inspection is about one hour.
Level VII: Inspections Mandated by a Jurisdiction. Level VII Inspections include, but aren’t limited to school buses,
limousines, taxis, shared-ride transportation, courtesy shuttles and other intrastate or intra-provincial operations.
Level VIII: Electronic Inspections (NEW coming to PA). This inspection is conducted electronically or wirelessly while the
vehicle is in motion without direct interaction with an enforcement officer. To be considered a complete Level VIII Electroni c
Inspection, a data exchange must include each of the required and/or applicable data points defined below:
An electronic inspection must include, where required and/or applicable, a descriptive location, including GPS
coordinates; electronic validation of the vehicle’s operator; appropriate driver’s license class and endorsement(s) for
vehicle being operated; license status; valid Medical Examiner’s Certificate and Skill Performance Evaluation (SPE)
Certificate; current driver’s record-of-duty status; hours-of-service compliance; USDOT; power unit registration;
operating authority; Unified Carrier Registration (UCR) compliance; and federal out-of-service orders.
Pennsylvania is currently equipping and training all DOT officers with this technology.
Have questions about inspections? Contact the Safety Department. We’re here to help!

In the right place, at the right time, doing the right thing!
g!
Shawn and Tina B. emailed us recently to let us know that David Paul is their hero.
They wrote, in part, “He took time out of his break to help us when we were broken
down. We never got his name but his kindness and willingness to help, even on a
break, was beyond anything we experienced. Thank you.”
Shawn and Tina B. were in a Sheetz parking lot struggling to get their Nissan Murano
to start after replacing the battery when David stepped in to help them. David was on
break from jockeying for Treehouse in Lancaster County. S&H Jockey Manager Tony
Gorman said, “We already knew David was a good guy. David told me that he was
just in the right place at the right time.” Gorman explained that a lot of people would
have kept to themselves, but David stepped in to help - to do the right thing.
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From the CEO and Chairman of the Board

This newsletter is being published close to Thanksgiving Day of 2020. It is a year when our
world has been dealing with the pandemic of Covid-19. Despite all of the negative impact of
Covid-19, my message is for each of us to remember that we have much for which to give
thanks. Besides all of your personal blessings, please join me in a great big Thank-You to
our good and gracious God for His blessings on our company as well.
We have had an abundance of business to keep us going during this challenging time.
Recently, we have been blessed with a higher than normal addition of new drivers and
owner operators across all of our divisions. This is such a positive sign of our strength in
difficult days. We are hopeful that we can attract many more drivers and owner operators as
the year closes in order to handle the available volume of business.
We are also blessed because during these many months of Covid-19, we have only had
one or two confirmed cases of the virus among our 400+ employees. Perhaps not known to
many of you, but throughout this year, at least one of our employees never worked
remotely, and arrived at our offices every day, pausing on the parking lot to offer a prayer of
protection from Covid-19 for all of our drivers and support staff. We can be thankful for
answered prayer!

Steve Shellenberger, CEO
and Chairman of the Board,
with Cooper

As a company we have much to be thankful for on this Thanksgiving Day. I will continue to offer my prayers for safety and
good health for each of you. I also offer each of you my thanks for the blessing of your daily commitment to our success.
Have a blessed Thanksgiving Day.

Steve

(Continued from page 1)

Respect and integrity: We follow the Golden Rule – treating our co-workers, customers, and vendors the way we want to be
treated. We set a positive example for new team members. We take the time to patiently explain why we do things a certain
way even if we’ve already explained it to our new co-worker or customer. We hold each other accountable by insisting that we
represent our companies - in person and by email, phone or text - with dignity, as representatives of our companies.
Family time and traditions: Anyone working in the trucking industry knows that the unforeseen can and will happen. That
said, we want our drivers and support staff to have the opportunity to be present for important family milestones and we try
very hard to make that happen. We have a tradition of celebrating our families at our holiday party and fall picnic.
I’m sure you can think of many more examples of how family values influence our business decisions. One of the most
important things that we can do to welcome new drivers and staff is to share how family values have led to our successes
over the past 25 years and to explain how those values will underwrite our future success. Thanks in advance for doing that.
Welcome all new drivers and support staff! Our management staff and I want to get to know you. Please stop by to
brainstorm solutions, share ideas, and to just say Hi.
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In the past six months, our companies generously
supported non-profit organizations that provide essential
services for people in need. York Rescue Mission, Bell
Socialization Services, York County Food Bank, Catholic
Harvest Food Pantry, and Charlotte’s Pantry are some of
the non-profits we supported.

The recommendation for more
vacation time was the first
suggestion deposited in our
new suggestion box and, in
August, a new vacation plan
was announced!

If you made a donation of $25 or more to a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization this year, your gift may be eligible for a
matching gift from our companies.

The suggestion box is located
in the drivers’ lounge at our
State Street location.

You can find more information by clicking on the orange
Charitable Contribution Policy button on our home page or
go to https://www.sandhexpress.com/charitablecontribution-policy/

If you can’t make it to State
Street, send your suggestion to
Dhippensteel@sandhexpress.com

Shelly Truck Driving School
Dominick Grossi, Executive Director

2020 has been a great year in spite of the challenges posed by Covid-19 and 2021 will be even better!
This year we retired our fleet of four 2007 tractors. They served us well and were certainly well-used! Now, our students will
train with six 2014 tractors. Adding two tractors allows the school to continue to grow its student body, employ additional
instructors, and provides additional behind-the-wheel time for our students. The new tractors (photo below) are easy to spot.
They have eye-catching decals designed especially for the school by S&H Express and Granite Transportation Director of
Business Management Dave Paullin.
Long-time instructor Bob Schoener decided to semi-retire and left the company. We carefully reviewed our student/instructor
ratio and our upwardly trending enrollment numbers and we decided that hiring two instructors would allow us to provide
even more personalized instruction for our students. Please go out of your way to welcome instructors Joe Fry and Kevin
Tracey. They bring with them broad experiences in trucking and teaching and are valued additions to our staff.
As we close 2020, we are CDL testing approximately 90 students/month. We asked Christian Giffin to join our staff as a
weekend CDL examiner and quickly made him a full-time instructor. That brings our instructional staffing to seven full-time
instructors - Lee Tomson, Bob Grimaldi, Christian Giffin, Adam Burgess, James Pierce, Kevin Tracey, and Joe Fry.
Several months ago we decided to upgrade the TransMaster Plus driving simulator that we have been using since 2015.
Practicing driving on the simulator is consistently popular with our students and we wanted to provide an even more realistic
driving experience for them. The new ATS FleetMaster Prime six-screen simulator will arrive mid-October. It gives students a
more true-to-life driving experience - pneumatic seat, original equipment manufacturer (OEM) steering column, controls and
pedals. In all, the new simulator offers our students a more realistic driving experience, which builds their muscle memory
and confidence in a risk-free environment.
Despite the changing restrictions posed by Covid-19, we are ending 2020 with a 96% placement rate for our graduates and
a graduation rate of 18 students/month.

The ATS FleetMaster
Prime simulator (near
right) arrives at the
school in mid-October.
The eye-catching
design for the school’s
new trucks (far right)
was designed by Dave
Paullin.

Missing our friend and co-worker Bill Siegler
Our deepest sympathy to Bill’s family and to all of his very many friends on his
passing in June. When we interviewed Bill for the 2015 edition of our company
newsletter, he wanted everyone to know how much he missed his long-time friend
and co-worker Rich Antrim and their banter about being on the road. Bill was quick
to mention the fun that he and Beth Booth, who is also now deceased, shared as
part of their weekly bowling league. Bill had been a driver for S&H Express for 21
years, including a stint as a Jockey assigned to Conagra. Bill became our Jockey
Manager in 2019. In addition to his friendships with Rich and Beth, those many
years at S&H Express led to many other friendships.
Our hearts are less heavy when we picture Bill, Rich, and Beth together once again
swapping stories about the trucking industry. Rest in peace dear friends.
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Maintenance
Eric Evans, Vice President/Director of Maintenance

Winter Preparedness
As we come to a close on 2020’s warm weather, we need to prepare for winter. When it
comes to packing your truck for the trip, hope for the best, but plan for the worst is always
the best approach. It’s a good idea to keep the following in your truck in case of an
emergency: a warm blanket, an extra jacket/insulated coveralls and warm gloves, and
several bottles of water and some sealed snack food.
In addition,
•
•

•
•
•

•

Make sure your washer-fluid reservoir is full. Grab an extra jug from our shop so you
can keep your windshields clear when the road salt starts being applied.
Do your pre trips! Finding something before you are out on the road in extreme
weather could save you from being broken down in the cold with a truck that doesn’t
run or a trailer with a problem.
Drain your air tanks daily to keep water out of your air system. This will prevent your
air system from freezing.
Carry a flash light and make sure your emergency triangles are all there and are in
working order.
Many sleepers have bunk heaters that have been dormant during the summer. This
is a great time to test them to make sure yours work before the “real” cold hits. Never
store items directly in front of your bunk heater vents because they will melt anything
plastic due to the amount of heat that is produced.
Plan ahead! Know the weather along your route ahead of time and plan accordingly.

Be safe out there on the road - for you, your family and others on the road.

Eric Evans. Vice President,
Director of Maintenance

Landis Express
Kendra Nealon

Landis Express customers know that they can rely on us for our can-do attitude and timely response to their calls. Our goal even during this pandemic - is to continue to offer that level of customer care.
Covid-19 changed our world, and it changed the way we do business at Landis Express. To continue our exemplary
customer service, we recognized that we needed to keep everyone healthy. During the early months of quarantining, some
team members were able to work from home. In the office, we took advantage of that by spreading out desks to better
practice social distancing. We are also wearing masks, using hand sanitizer, and cleaning surfaces to keep us safe from
infection. We implemented another change - improving our level of cross-training. That training has prepared us to provide
our customers and drivers with the seamless support and services they need if one or two of us are unable to work because
of exposure to Covid-19 or infection. Serving our customers remains a top priority and we want to keep it that way.
Of course we can’t serve our customers without caring for our drivers. Every day our drivers have access to ample free
supplies to clean the inside of their tractors. We also provide masks and unlimited hand sanitizer to keep them - and our
customers - safe. Kudos to our drivers for continuing to be the faces (albeit masked!) that our customers think of when they
think of Landis Express. We can’t thank our drivers enough for their hard work and attention to safety.
As mentioned many times during this pandemic, the trucking industry provides a life-essential service. We are honored that
our customers entrust us to handle their valuable freight and look forward to being of service over the long-haul.

Driver Wellness
Two drivers who are determined to improve their health

S&H Express driver Calin Risser (photos at left) and Landis
Express yard jockey Andrew Minnich (above) are determined
to improve their health by losing weight, eating better, and
building muscle. We are proud of their successes. Each
received a $50 Dick’s Sporting Goods gift card to recognize
their hard work and to help them reach their
goals.
If you are on a wellness journey, we’d like to hear about it. We’ll include your story in
upcoming newsletters. Email us at Wellness@sandhexpress.com.

In the Spring 2021 newsletter:
Amanda Tracy!
Landis Express yard jockey Andrew Minnich admits that making 70 or 80 moves a day helps him build muscle and burn
calories. Each move means Andrew is climbing up into and down out of the truck. But, Andrew began working on building
muscle and losing weight while he was still a long-haul driver. That’s when his weight topped out at 380 pounds. He knew he
had to make changes. To begin building muscle, Andrew used his truck to work out – he lifted the spare tire and also used it
to brace his feet for curl-ups; he put his feet up on the ICC bumper when doing push-ups; he did pull-ups on the tractor bar. A
friend suggested changing his diet to help meet his goals – adding salads, substituting apple slices for fatty/salty snacks or
sides, and portion control. Andrew appreciates good food, but now instead of seconds, he eats an apple if he ’s still hungry. It
takes self-discipline, but his goal is 220 pounds and he’s sticking to his plan.
S&H Express short-haul driver Calin Risser woke up one February morning and decided that he had to lose weight. He
began by walking in his neighborhood and cutting down on portion sizes at meals. When his weight-loss plateaued, Calin
eliminated snacks after dinner, began drinking lots of water, and cut bread and sugary food from his diet. Calin typically st arts
his work day very early so he joined a gym that is open 24/7 and began working out four times/week, either before or after
work. If he isn’t meeting his weekly weight-loss goals, he goes to the gym both before and after work. So far, Calin’s lost 100
pounds! When we profiled him in the Winter 2019 newsletter, Calin said that he spent a lot of his leisure time watching
sports. Now he’s at the gym or walking the neighborhood. Calin says his knees and ankles no longer hurt while he’s walking,
he has more energy, and feels healthier.
Thank you Calin and Andrew for sharing your stories. Your creativity and determination to lose weight, tone muscle and
improve your health are inspirational for all of us!
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Driver Appreciation Week at S&H Express

We celebrated our fantastic drivers with live-radio broadcasts, company-store credits, tacos, burgers, pizza, pit bar-b-que and
made-to-order breakfasts. Thank you drivers for your service! You are appreciated!

Recruiting and Retention
Dale Hippensteel x2156

Since Day #1, the doors of our companies were opened to student trainees looking for an opportunity to get into the trucking
industry. Currently, 33 of our drivers are graduates of our own Shelly Truck Driving School; some from as far back as the
school’s first year - 2014. Grads from others schools are also a welcome and significant part of our driving team.
With a well-developed training program, we are proud of the trainees/students who have become experienced drivers
because they were given their first chance here. Thanks to our great group of driver trainers, we look forward to the
beginning of many more new driving careers.
Recently, we have seen an increase in experienced driver applications and hires. This is an exciting development as well.
Increased leads, a great company reputation, our family atmosphere, a more generous benefit package, and a wonderful
support staff are all grabbing the attention of other drivers out there. Thank you all!
Of course, the most powerful draw we have is the power of recommendations and referrals from our current drivers and
employees. Those positive reviews on social media and by word-of-mouth are our greatest advertisements. We are blessed
to work for a strong and reputable company that’s easy to brag about and invite others to join. So everyone stay positive,
stay safe. Don’t forget, those $1,500 Referral Bonuses for experienced drivers and jockeys. The Recruiting Department
appreciates the help!

Breakfast and Lucky Penny Burger lunch at S&H Express
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Work Anniversaries

Administrative and Maintenance Employees
July 1, 2020 - December 31, 2020

28 years
Kirk Rissmiller
25 years
Jeffrey Shellenberger
23 years
Christal Fackler
19 years
Dave Curran
Pam Groendyk
15 years
Tina Bailey
Michael DeJesus, Sr.
14 years
Dave Ruiz
Kirby Simpson
13 years

11 years
Boyd Hess
Daniel Robertson
9 years
Eric Evans
Cathy Taylor
8 years
Jim Phillips
7 years
Lauren Bair
Diane Calhoun
6 years
Kendra Nealon
5 years
Harold Buck
Buddy Dietrich
Ervin Wagner

Paul Reider

2 years
Nicole Carson
Zachary Filus
Tammy Haugh
Angela Jordan
Jo Koller
Kurt McEllhenney
Nicholas Smart
Marc Telencio
1 year
Robert Grimaldi
Connor Norton
Christine Rowles
Robert Sheaffer
Danial Sierra

4 years
12 years

Jack Wood

3 years
Milin Phillips
Kristie Storper

Jordan Kolb
Stacy Martin

Mark your calendar
now!!!
The 20th Annual Truck Convoy for Wishes
benefitting York and Adams County
Make-A-Wish will be held on Sunday,
May 2, 2021. The Motorcycle Ride will be on
Saturday, May 1, 2021.
Our company proudly supports York and Adams
County Make-A-Wish by participating in the golf
outing, sponsoring the convoy, paying entry fees
for drivers who ride in the convoy, and obtaining
product and staffing the Redneck Store. We also
provide and maintain the two convoy trailers that
memorialize Make-A-Wish kids from York and
Adams Counties.
S&H Express driver Danny McCleary drove in the 2020
Make-A-Wish Truck Convoy for Wishes. (Photo courtesy
Dale Hippensteel)

The 2021Truck Convoy will include a third
trailer, which will be dedicated to our dear
friends Beth Booth and Bill Siegler. A dedication
to Jerry Gordon and Rich Antrim appear on the
other trailers.

Driver Work Anniversaries

July 1, 2020 - December 31, 2020

28 years
James Myers
22 years
Wayne Becraft
19 years
Paul Congdon
Jason Fake
18 years
David Keeney
Kenneth Gross
17 years
Kenneth Markley
16 years
Christopher Prybyla
15 years
Lemuel Figueroa
Glenn Hill
14 years
Manuel Fabian
Rodolfo Rivera
13 years
Edward Allison
12 years
Eugene Brown, Jr.
Jeffrey Carnathan
Tony Dennis
11 years
Daniel Fake
Daniel Haldeman
Danny McCleary
Daniel Robertson
Daniel Welty

10 years
Raymond Freed II
David Leader
Ricky Snyder
9 years
Tyson Bair
Barry Eberly
Michael Harting
Edwin Ramos
Charles Webb Sr.
8 years
Renee Cole
Tyler Potts
7 years
David Garber
Martin Karchner
Sorin Pasca
6 years
Edward Arnold
Richard Bisking
Charles Flowe, Sr.
John Keller, Sr.
Brian Keyser
Amanda Kreischer
Edward Mayberry, Jr.
Stephen Phillips
David Purcell
Steven Shaak
5 years
Eric Armold
Earl “Skip” Ginter, Jr.
Randy Lentvorsky
Martine Rosario
Edward Paige, Jr.
Jeremiah Pinkney

4 years
Francisco Almeida
Douglas Enck
Joseph Glenn
Roy Key, Sr.
Donny Miller
Todd Miller
Robert Reynolds, Jr.
Mark Royer
Jason Stephens
3 years
Roodly Brice
Steven Curran
Kenneth Fink, Jr.
Lops Francois
Douglas Hasselbach
Andrew Peters
Douglas Smith, Jr.
Ronald Trimmer
2 years
Jason Barnes
Nemesio Bastos
Kevin Beacham
Mark Boonie
Todd Bortner
Robert Caraker
Bradley Craig
Charles Delker
Zachery Epps
Daniel Erroa
Sidney Garber
John Greene
Greg Harroll
Maze Johnson, Sr.

Jeffrey Jones, Sr.
Jaime Kerbel
Jacoby Lark
Johan Ortiz
Wilfredo Pena-Marte
Matthew Phelps
Calin Risser
Luis Rodriquez-Rosario
Wade West
Sean Willey
Paul Yelk
1 year
John Amspacker
Belkacem El Moutawakil
Brian Fissel
Robert Grimaldi
Daryl Ludwig
Luther Mansfield
Jose Margarin-Perez
Paul McGrath
Juan Otero Negron
Joseph Ostrander
Craig Pauley
Jose Pineda
Lee Rebuck
Wilson Rodriguez Camacho

Mario Sanchez
John Savage
Ryan Spence
Kawaan Tucker
Daniel Yingling II
Wayne Wise, Jr.
Amy Wolf

LUKE SENFT RECEIVES TRUCKLOAD CARRIERS ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP

The Truckload Carriers Association’s (TCA) Scholarship Fund is providing financial
assistance to more than 50 undergraduate college students for the 2020-21 academic
school year. Luke Senft, son of Crystal Senft, S&H Payroll and Billing, was selected to
receive a scholarship for the second year in a row. Luke is a senior majoring in Actuarial
Science at Lebanon Valley College. TCA awarded Luke $2,725. “We - especially Luke appreciate this scholarship. Luke is eligible because of my employment with S&H Express.
It’s a nice extra!” said Crystal.
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El Guanaco Food Truck visits Landis Express

Women’s and Men’s Hoodies, Tees, and more!

Are you looking for hoodies, V-necks, Tees, Polos, Jackets,
Henleys, caps, duffels, and more?

Shop our company store for name-brand merch from SportTek, Port Authority, District Made, Nike Golf, OGIO, etc.
S&H Express, Granite Transportation, S&H Bulk
Transportation, and Landis Transportation logos available!

Https://stores.inksoft.com/sh_express/shop/home

FAMILY OF COMPANIES

728 N. Broad Street
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York, PA 17402-0165
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www.sandhexpress.com

TRUCK DRIVING SCHOOL
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Northeastern United States.

This newsletter is published by S&H Express for the sole use of its employees, customers, vendors, and friends. Shellenberger
Family of Companies is a designation that we use in-house to collectively refer to our many affiliated divisions.
ADDRESS CHANGES may be directed to
Hollie Walkley
c/o S&H Express
P. O. Box 20219
York, PA 17402-0165
or Hwalkley@sandhexpress.com
Call 717-848-5015 or visit www.sandhexpress.com for more information about S&H Express and its affiliated companies.

